
We make people happy and beautiful

Social Activit ies

committing to operate business with integrity, arranging activities to 

  ICC executives and staff signed their names to send 
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introducing the new collection from France to raise funds to help 

  ARROW joined hands with Robinson Department Store 

in order to help elephants return to forest on the occasion of her 
th

  Wishing to share love and warmness to those who face 
hardship, underprivileged persons and victims of natural disaster 
by giving them a new hope and better life, ARROW, one of apparel 
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-

clothing with good quality such as uniforms, blankets and knitted 

Ban Hong, Lamphun that brought contentment to both givers and 

  BSC Cosmetology received a well success from the 

Cosmetology encouraged the women to think more positively by 

women to share their experience of positive thinking via postcard 

  BSC Cosmetology and Robinson Department Store 
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in order to create inspiration of reading and encourage children to 
read because reading will help strengthen their intelligence and form 

addition, BSC Cosmetology made a donation from partial sales of 

-
tions for preventing danger for your kids, such as drowning and food 
stuck in throat which symptoms threatening children and is a cause 

to the Foundation of Children with Disability to construct a building 

Little Wacoal, an apparel brand for chi ldren, 

concept of a big love of mother who is ready to devote herself to her 
kids as well as expressing their affection, so this project encouraged 
the mothers to create the first clothing and the hand-made friendly 
doll for their babies as well as sharing their greatest love to 

Little Wacoal sales 

  Little Wacoal, an apparel brand for children supported a 
rd
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-
stitute, the Cancer Centers in provincial areas, as well as Bangkok 

women to check breast cancer via mammography screening under 

cancer via mammography screening at special price during August 

-

Development
an affiliated logistic company, to deliver handicap living aids to 
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